PREFACE
Allowing this comparison, it is manifest that while much is
lost for want of unity of subject and grandeur of design,
something is gained by greater variety of incident and more
minute display of character, by accuracy of description and
diversity of scene : in these narratives we pass from gay to
grave, from lively to severe, not only without impropriety, but
with manifest advantage. In one continued and connefl:ed
Poem, the reader is, in general, highly gratified or severely
disappointed; by many independent narratives, he has the
renovation of hope, although he has been dissatisfied, and
a prospect of reiterated pleasure, should he find himself enter-
tained.
I mean not, however, to compare these different modes of
writing as if I were balancing their advantages and defefts before
I cou!4 give preference to either j with rne the way I take is
not a matter of choice, but of necessity; I present not my
Tales to the reader as if I had chosen the best method of
ensuring his approbation, but as using the only means 1 pos-
sessed of engaging his attention.
It may probably be remarked that Tales, however dissimilar,
might have been connected by some associating circumstance to
which the whole number might bear equal affinity, and that
examples of such union are to be found in Chaucer, in Boccace,
and other collectors and inventors of Tales, which, considered
in themselves, arc altogether independent; and to this idea
I gave so much consideration as convinced me that I could not
avail myself of the benefit of such artificial mode of affinity.
To imitate the English poet, characters must be found adapted
to their several relations, and this is a point of great difficulty
and hazard j much allowance seems to be required even for
Chaucer himself, since it is difficult to conceive that on any
occasion the devout and delicate Prioress, the courtly and
valiant Knight, and a the poure good Man the pensone of a
Towne," would be the voluntary companions of the drunken
Miller, the licentious Sompnour, and athe Wanton Wife of
Bath/' and enter into that colloquial and tniveiling intimacy
which, if a common pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Thomas
may be said to excuse, 1 know nothing beside (and certainly
nothing in these times) that would produce such effect Boccace,
it is true, avoids all difficulty of this kind, by not assigning to

